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IDOCCommunityCorrections (CY2022)
30 Residential/Work Release

Cass/Pulaski Community
Corrections
Residential/Work Release

OpaXlLMw

Application details

Application Initiation

Applicant Information

Eligibility Criteria
Each program proposal must be approved by an established Community Corrections Advisory Board under IC 11-12
For additional eligibility requirements, please refer to the CY2022 Request for Proposals Guidelines.

I con�rm that I meet the eligibility
criteria for this grant



Oversight Agency: Community Corrections

http://iga.in.gov/legislative/laws/2019/ic/titles/011#11-12
https://www.in.gov/idoc/files/2022-Grant-Application-Announcement-and-Guidelines-FINAL.pdf
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Program Description

Advisory Board Name: Cass/Pulaski Regional

County Name: Cass

Agency/Program Name: Cass/Pulaski Community Corrections

Agency Address: 520 High Street, Logansport, IN 46947

Agency Primary Contact Name: Dave Wegner

Agency Primary Contact Title: Director of Community Corrections

Agency Primary Contact Email: dave.wegner@co.cass.in.us

Agency Primary Contact Phone
Number:

+15747229178


PDF

CPCC Agency Chart.pdf (4.1 MiB download)

Agency Organizational Chart:

Program Status: Select one of the
options below.

Sustaining Current Program

Program Description:

Cass Pulaski/Community Corrections Residential Work Release Program is a standalone facility that is adjacent to the
Community Corrections Main O�ce and houses up to forty males and twelve females and serves as the only community-
based entity that provides residential and rehabilitative, evidence-based alternatives to incarceration. Using evidence-based
practices with needs focused supervision, the Work Release Component intensively supervises moderate to high risk
o�enders convicted of Level 6 through Level 2 Felonies who are directly sentenced from local courts and/or who are
reentering via the Indiana Department of Corrections through their Community Transition and Purposeful Incarceration
Programs and/or our local jail.

While in the Work Release Program, clients will remain incarcerated and only are released to go to their place of employment
and for other activities approved by community corrections sta�, in addition to being subject to Electronic GPS Monitoring.
Just as seen in our Home Detention Program Component, clients are required to undergo the IRAS Risk Assessment upon
entering the program to aid in identifying their individual criminogenic needs and responsivity factors. Residents are
supervised using a case plan that is derived from their risk level and targeted to their individual needs that utilizes our catalog
of evidenced-based programming, life skills programming, peer support groups, employment assistance, and community-
based services.

Not unlike the Home Detention Program Component, CPCC's Work Release Program is founded upon evidence-based
practices and utilizes the “best practices philosophy.” As an agency, we strive to adhere to the risk principle, which states that
a greater dosage of treatment and supervision is required for high risk o�enders versus low risk o�enders. The Work Release
Program serves not only as a means to divert incarceration expenses and as way to safely maintain the local jail population,
but also, and arguably more importantly, treats the community's underlying need- by �lling the gap and providing the only
locally-based means for o�enders to participate in the needed intensive programming and supervision that allows them to

https://idocccgrants.grantplatform.com/r/file/XMSl5Yv3bh8eBdG0
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maintain employment and participate in treatment that is key to them not only not reo�ending, but also to becoming
contributing members of the community, as illustrated in our Mission & Vision Statements below:

Mission:

"Cass/Pulaski Community Corrections is committed to improving the quality of life of the clients and the community by
applying e�ective evidence-based programs that produce positive choices, constructive behavior, and accountability from
the clients, thereby reducing their criminal actions."

Vision:

"To beat all aspects of recidivism"

At the core of the services we provide beyond supervision, is the agency's catalog of cognitive behavioral programming, that
includes programs targeted towards substance abuse and criminal thinking, trauma, anger management and individual
counseling. To achieve lasting sobriety and success, we believe that a client's underlying needs have to be addressed to truly
make an impact on reducing recidivism and preventing relapse. As stated above, upon entry into the program, clients are
assigned both a therapist and case manager to help identify goals and individual needs that assist them in achieving lasting
success. A case plan is developed, with the client's input, that is tailored to their needs and individual responsivity factors and
is prioritized using the dosage principle. Care is taken in assisting the client in building a support system within the
community through our peer recovery specialists and peer support programs, such as W.R.A.P (Wellness Recovery Action
Plan), AA/NA and Bridges to Recovery.

Beyond our core catalog of programming, as an agency we began piloting the "therapeutic model" in our facility last year
during the COVID-19 Pandemic. Modeled after the IDOC's Purposeful Incarceration/Recovery While Incarcerated Program,
our therapeutic model is comprised of two two-hour sessions of instruction, process groups, life skills classes, �nance and
career readiness classes, meditation and yoga. Said model utilizes our core programming, New Directions and M.O.R.E, "My
Ongoing Recovery Experience." Clients with disabilities or employment barriers or who have been identi�ed as needing to
under go more intensive programming before obtaining employment are assigned into this six week program. Participants
learn skills on how to identify triggers and develop healthy coping skills, correct distorted thinking patterns and regulate
emotions, through tools such as thinking reports. Said program has also served as a pilot for the proposed jail treatment
program that would allow multiple agencies in our community and local criminal justice system to collaborate in order to
expand services and meet the growing needs of our community.

Our Community Service/Work Crew Program is another key service beyond supervision, provided by Work Release Program,
the highlight of which is our annual Community Beati�cation Project. This year alone residents and sta� planted over 7,000
plants in our green houses and placed over 180 barrels and 177 baskets throughout our community. In addition, CPCC
utilizes the Work Release program to expand intermediate sanctioning options for other community agencies, such as
probation. Repeat Violators, who are maintaining employment with an isolated pattern of violations and/or illegal substance
abuse are believed to be appropriate candidates for participation in Work Release as a sanction.

CPCC served 79 clients in the Work Release Program in 2020, but it is noted that the agency operated at limited capacity due
to facility limitations that closed the women's dorm due to COVID-19. To better understand the demographics of this
population data from the CY2020 identi�es the following:

•O�ense Level Analysis: 3% Criminal Misdemeanors, 36% Level 6 Felonies & 62% High Level Felonies.
•O�ense Type Analysis: 31.73% are drug and alcohol related o�enses, 19.56% crimes against property, 20.30% crimes against
persons, 2.58% weapon related o�enses, 8.12% public health and admin. o�enses, 14.39% tra�c o�enses and 3.3% fall into
the other category.
•Risk Analysis: Trends show that 36% of clients were identi�ed as High Risk, 47% as Moderate Risk, & 17% as Low Risk. Total
Risk Reduction for the year was -7.2%, while the agency scored highest in the Criminal History (48%), Education and
Employment (48%), Substance Abuse (49%) and Peer Association Domains (36%).
•Gender & Age Analysis: 26% of clients were female, while 74% were male, while 62% of population fell into the 21-40 age
group.

Program Start Date: 10/01/2009
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Statement of Need:
Indicate the need for this program as it relates to the target population and how the program will support evidence-based
practices. Indicate how the proposed changes (if any) will enhance the program.

Our local criminal justice system has continued to see a sustained, documented increase in arrests and criminal �lings over
the past three years, with over 565 felony �lings in 2020. Despite the decrease in court activities and arrests due to COVID-19,
analysis showed only a 8% variance in Level 6 Filings, with 422 Level 6 Felonies �led in 2020. Even with the implementation of
the Pretrial Release Program, who has reduced the pre-adjudication population in the jail by 63%, analysis has shown an
increase in the local jail population, speci�cally in the post-conviction population. Analysis has identi�ed an increase in not
only high risk o�enders, but also repeat violators. As of May 2021, 36% of inmates, 78 inmates, were assessed to Very-High or
High risk using the IRAS Risk Assessment and 62% of inmates are serving an executed sentence. Deeper analysis identi�ed
that 40% of this sector are serving an executed term for a Violation of Probation. Community Corrections aims to further
target this sector of the population for potential participation in the Work Release Program. The above described rising
population of high risk o�enders serving executed terms in the local jail and in need of substance abuse and cognitive
behavioral programming to e�ectively transition back to community warrants continued funding of the Work Release
Program.

Analysis has also revealed an increase in inmates held on pending probation violations, with 58 inmates held on a violation, a
20% increase in the last quarter. The Work Release program is designed for high-risk clients in need of a more intensive course
of treatment and programming who are transitioning from a correctional setting, either the IDOC or our local jail, into the
community. Founded upon the risk principle of evidence based practices, as an agency, we believe that incarceration alone
for high-risk o�enders or probation violators, that includes no form of cognitive behavioral, rehabilitative programming or
supervision to support successful transition back into the community, does not promote public safety or e�ectively decrease
the impact an o�ender’s likelihood to reo�end. Local Jails also lack the training and infrastructure to e�ectively apply
evidence-based practices and provide the services needed for those with mental health barriers.

Beyond addressing the jail overcrowding issues, the Work Release Program's main objective is to provide meaningful
supervision and treatment that assists residents in making changes and achieving lasting success and sobriety. As illustrated
above, recivisdism and the increase in high-risk criminal behavior is continuing to rise in our local community, illustrating and
supporting the need for evidence-based and treatment focused programs that produce outcomes that last beyond blanket
incarceration. To continue serving our our growing target population, continued funding and expansion is needed. Due to
COVID-19 and the department's lack of isolation cells to isolate ill or aggressive clients, the agency was forced to close the
women's dorm. While County Commissioners have committed to expanding the department to allow for renovations, CPCC
continues to identify $100,000 of PI to contribute to renovations and ensure full reopening of the facility.

Target Population:

CPCC's Work Release target population primarily consists of moderate to high-risk male and female adult o�enders with
felony convictions who are directly sentenced from local courts. This program component also provides alternatives for
direct commitments, sanctions for probation/parole violations and sentence modi�cations and includes veterans, o�enders
needing treatment/services and/or who are reentering the community via the Community Transition Program, Purposeful
Incarceration or through local jails. Local analysis identi�es that the jail population is increasing in risk, with 36% of inmates
identi�ed as high-risk, warranting continued expansion of the target population to provide community-based, rehabilitative
alternatives to incarceration for high-risk o�enders.

Levels of Supervision/Program
Components: Select any of the
following components and/or
equipment utilized by your agency.

GPS

Residential/Work Release

Alcohol Monitoring

Community Service/Work Crew

Equipment Owned or Leased: Is the
equipment utilized by your agency

Leased
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Residential/Work Release

owned or leased?

Number of Units Available: 65

Types of Assessments: Select all that
apply.

IRAS Community Supervision Screening Tool (CSST)

IRAS Community Supervision Tool (CST)

IRAS Supplemental Re-entry Tool (SRT)

STATIC-99

Substance Abuse Subtle Screening Inventory (SASSI)

Addiction Severity Index (ASI)

Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI)

Ontario Domestic Assault Risk Assessment (ODARA)

Adult High School Equivalency

Other

Other Assessments: List any additional assessments used that are not listed above.

Test of Adult Education (TABE)
Advance Warning of Relapse (AWARE)
Alcohol Use Disorders Identi�cation Test (AUDIT)
Drug Abuse Screening Test (DAST-10)
Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE)
Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9),
Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7)
PTSD Checklist (PCL-C)
ASAM Assessment

Estimated Number of Participants
to be served:

200

Full Time Services Sta�: The number
of full time sta� providing direct
services.

1

Average Caseload Size: 52

Type of Residential/Work Release
Facility:

Stand Alone

Facility Address: 520 High Street, Logansport, IN 46947

Total Number of Beds Available: 52

Total Number of Male Beds
Available:

40
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Financial Support

Total Number of Female Beds
Available:

12

Additional Services O�ered: Supervises sex o�enders

Supervises CTP o�enders

Utilized as an intermediate sanction for Probation

Supervises participants that have been directly placed into Community
Corrections by the court



Provides meals in-house

Other

Other Residential Services: List any additional services o�ered within your residential facility not listed above.

Additional residential services o�ered include, but are not limited to providing Parole with full access to the programs the
agency o�ers, ranging from allowing for participation in facility cognitive behavioral programs to a parolee's placement in the
Work Release program as a sanction for a violation. Parole also has utilized the facility to temporarily provide residency for
inmates released from the IDOC who did not have approved/appropriate housing. CPCC was able to assist parole in
o�enders transition into the community by providing housing and assistance in obtaining employment.

This past year, during the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, the facility, while not operating at full capacity, still served the
community by providing transitional housing to inmates deemed medically high risk or who were homeless. The facility also
targets and seeks to serve those with mental health disorders and other developmental disabilities that the jail lacks the
proper infrastructure and resources to adequately serve. CPCC connects said inmates with our Facility Therapist and Criminal
Justice Liaison, who coordinate a client's assessments and medication regime, while providing individual counseling and other
therapeutic services.

In e�orts to further meet the rising needs of those with mental health and substance abuse disorders in the local jail,
Community Corrections, in partnership with local mental health provider, Four County, Cass Count Pretrial Services and the
Cass County Sheri�'s Department are working to began bringing targeted therapeutic programming into the local jail. The
proposed Jail Treatment Program would follow the structure of the IDOC Purposeful Incarceration Program or the
therapeutic model. Said program, if funded, would allow post-conviction inmates, with identi�ed substance abuse and/or
mental health needs, the ability to complete core programming while incarcerated before modi�cation to Community
Corrections. Four County is working to bring individual counseling and mental health programming to inmates in hopes of
stabilizing acute situations before release into the community.

Our Community Service/Work Crew Program is a program that is further used as an intermediate sanction for residents who
are not working due to a disability or other barrier, who have violated other community corrections programs and also is a
way for clients to give back to the community. During CY2020 the work crew participants completed over 10,000 hours of
community service. Clients are referred to outside community agencies, such as the Emmaus Mission or Salvation Army, but
the highlight of our Work Crew program is our annual Community Beati�cation Project. This year alone residents and sta�
planted over 7,000 plants in our green houses and prepared over 180 barrels and 177 baskets to place throughout our
community.

Does the program currently
receive Community Corrections
and Justice Reinvestment grant
funding through IDOC?

Yes
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Funding Request Changes: 
Brie�y outline new and/or modi�ed funding requests.
Include the line item and identify the �scal impact.

Cass/Pulaski Community Corrections is only seeking continuation of existing funding for the Work Release Component of the
agency and is not requesting additional funds or a modi�cation at this time.

Does the program charge a fee to
participants?

Yes

Describe and list the program fees charged to participants.

Work Release
 $20.00 per day - Once Employed
· GPS while on work release is an additional $4.00 per day.
· Commissary, laundry and telephone rates are applied as contracted by way of venders.

Community Transition Program
  $7.00 per day – Once Employed


PDF

2021 CPCC User Fee Schedu... (217 KiB download)

Upload the Fee Schedule:

Requested Total Full Time Sta�:
The number of full time positions that
the proposal requests grant funding to
support.

7

Treatment Types: Select all
applicable treatment types.

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy

Substance Abuse Treatment

Mental Health Treatment

Other

Other Treatment Types: List any additional treatment types not listed above.

New Directions: Our foundation seven-module program is based on real-life experiences of incarcerated addicts involved in
substance abuse treatment and designed to help clients break free from the grip of criminal and addictive thinking.

My Ongoing Recovery Experience (MORE): An evidence-based support program targeted toward individuals' needs in the
critical months after treatment. Said curriculum includes skill-building activities to help participants succeed in initiating and
sustaining recovery and develop self management tactics.

Interpersonal Skills: This program helps clients learn daily living skills that are crucial to success in making signi�cant life
transitions. By providing tools necessary to living healthy and ful�lling lives, clients learn to e�ectively manage and maintain
relationships with others in a healthy, productive manner.

Individual and Family Therapy is facilitated by our facility therapist. The focus and duration of treatment is dependent on the
client's needs and the course of treatment is determined collaboratively by the therapist and the client.

https://idocccgrants.grantplatform.com/r/file/zWm7hhM2FooFBOer
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Subcontracts

INSOMM (Indiana Sex O�ender Management and Monitoring Program): This is an intensive counseling program that, in
conjunction with Parole, Probation and/or Community Corrections, monitors sex o�ender’s activities and participation,
progress in programming.

Anger Management: Using Hazeldon's Beyond Anger curriculum, clients examine anger, its de�nition, how it becomes habit,
and the immense e�ect it has on their lives. They learn to identify sources of resentment and anger and develop strategies to
move beyond them to forgiveness.

Beyond Trauma: A comprehensive curriculum that helps women heal from trauma. The course identi�es that trauma often
leads to disorders such as addictions, eating disorders, and self-harm and explores the interrelationships between substance
abuse, trauma, and mental health using multiple therapeutic techniques – psycho educational, cognitive behavioral,
expressive arts, and relationship therapy.

Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT): A systematic treatment strategy that seeks to decrease recidivism by increasing moral
reasoning. MRT focuses on 7 basic treatment issues: confrontation of beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors; assessment of current
relationships; reinforcement of positive behavior and habits; positive identity formation; enhancement of self-concept;
decrease in intemperance and development of frustration tolerance; and development of higher stages of moral
reasoning.

Staying Quit Relapse Prevention: This program, added this year, helps clients avoid a relapse by recognizing risky situations,
coping with urges and cravings, being around other users, understanding support issues, and taking charge. Clients learn to
understand which situations and people may trigger a relapse.

Thinking for a Change: This cognitive behavioral change program for o�enders includes cognitive restructuring, social skills
development, and development of problem-solving skills.

W.R.A.P. : A self-management and recovery system, facilitated by our Peer Recovery Specialists, that assists participants in
developing action plans and tools to help aid recovery during di�cult times.

Process Group: Residents are placed into this group within a week of arriving at the Work Release Center and remain in the
assigned programming or process group until they are discharged from the program. The purpose of this group is to allow
the residents to use and practice the tools gained through counseling or evidenced-based groups/classes in a facilitator
guided format.

Amount of Grant Funding for
Programming: Total amount of grant
funds requested to support evidence-
based programming.

US$409,515.00

Does the program have a plan in
place to sustain operations in the
absence of grant funding?

Yes

Continuation of Operations: Indicate what plans have been considered to continue operations.

While the agency relies on the awarded grant funds to sustain the program, in the absence of grant funding, the program
would have to utilize it’s Project Income to sustain operations. However, the agency’s existing Project Income balance would
only sustain the program for six to nine months. The agency could approach the local Commissioners and Council for
support, but it is not known if resources to sustain the program would be awarded, are available or how long assistance
could be provided on the limited local budget. It is not guaranteed that without continuation of grant funding that
Cass/Pulaski Community Corrections would be sustainable or able to continue operations.
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Budget

Does the agency have a written
agreement with any contractual
service providers?

Yes

Are Contractual Service providers
paid with grant funds?

Yes

Grant Funds Requested for Contracts:

Contracted  Agency  Name Services  Provided Subcontract  Amount

1
Four County Counseling
Center

Therapist US$24,677.00

2 US$0.00

3 US$0.00

Subcontract Grant Funding: The
total amount of grant funds requested
to support contractual service
providers.

US$24,677.00


XLSX

CY2022 Grant Application... (65 KiB download)

Upload Program Budget File:

After uploading the completed detailed budget template, please utilize the calculations from the template to
enter the information into the table and text boxes below.

Program Budget Summary: In the table below, type in the series totals for the program.

Budget  
Series

Grant  
Funding

Project  
Income

User  Fees
County  
General

Other

1 Series 100
US$384,838.

00
US$311,180.

00
US$0.00

US$17,080.0
0

US$0.00

2 Series 200 US$0.00
US$131,000.

00
US$5,000.00 US$0.00 US$1,500.00

3 Series 300 US$24,677.0 US$145,823. US$0.00 US$50,800.0 US$0.00

https://idocccgrants.grantplatform.com/r/file/n7n2gTD9VnfDKlsV
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Performance Measures

0 00 0

4 Series 400 US$0.00
US$42,500.0

0
US$0.00 US$5,000.00 US$0.00

Total Funding Request: US$409,515.00

Additional Grants: List any additional grants that the program is receiving or may receive during the grant cycle.

The agency receives approximately $3,000 for cognitive behavioral and substance abuse curriculum, including facilitator
materials and participant workbooks, for the Community Supervision (Home Detention/Electronic Monitoring) and Work
Release Components each year from Drug Free Cass County LLC.

IDOC Performance Measures Webinar
Make sure your goals are SMART:
Speci�c (simple, sensible, signi�cant).
Measurable (meaningful, motivating).
Achievable (agreed, attainable).
Relevant (reasonable, realistic and resourced, results-based).
Time bound (time-based, time limited, time/cost limited, timely, time-sensitive).

CY2022 Goal 1

Have 25 participants in the Work Release Therapeutic Model.

Relaunching the Therapeutic Model allows us to pilot potential jail programming and provides a structured environment for
o�enders entering the facility, who have employment/housing barriers or acute underlying needs, such as mental illness,
that need addressed before obtaining employment.

CY2022 Goal 2

Increase participation and completion of facility cognitive programming by 5%.

We believe that clients are more apt to complete core programming while participating in the Work Release Component, so
that individualized programming, such as Anger Management, along with relapse prevention skills can be built upon
transitioning to Home Detention.

CY2022 Goal 3

Increase compliance with agency supervision contact standards by at least 5%.

We believe that supervision based on identi�ed risk is directly correlated to community safety and the client’s success.
Adherence to contact standards is essential to promoting both public safety and ensuring clients' emerging underlying needs
are being met.

Based on the identi�ed goals above,
select the measurements that will be
utilized to support the goals and

Successful Completions

Rate of Case Plans Completed Utilizing Risk and Need Factors

Rate of Treatment Referrals

https://youtu.be/Kn2lg_x9U6E
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desired outcomes during the grant
cycle.

Rate of Service Referrals

Adherence to Supervision Contact Standards

Program Evaluation Process

Part of Cass/Pulaski’s Community Corrections Strategic Plan is to enhance quality assurance measures to improve client
outcomes and ensure compliance with evidence-based practices and agency policy and procedure. In 2020, Community
Corrections partnered with Pretrial Services by creating a collaborative Quality Assurance Committee to ensure both agencies
comply with evidence-based practices, with a renewed focus on data analysis and �delity and technology improvements.
Said uni�cation of the two agencies not only allows for process improvements, but continuity of care and consistency of
practices across the local criminal justice system.

Said Quality Assurance Committee meets on a monthly basis to review accuracy of information in SRS, compliance with
required employee training hours, client contact frequency, and results of client exit surveys, which are distributed
electronically via text message. Monthly case plan and �le reviews are conducted to ensure not only completeness, but also
that assigned treatment and programming correlates with the client’s identi�ed needs and that they are being referred to the
proper resources.

Measured feedback is made a priority by collecting feedback from both clients and employees, in form of electronic client exit
and satisfaction surveys, in addition to employee satisfaction surveys. Feedback is provided to clients through case plans,
progress reports and case conferences.

Data on average population, o�ense-type analysis, client demographics, risk-analysis, and targeted interventions is
systematically collected. The agency recently de�ned the following metrics to measure compliance with best practices and
monthly calculates the below metrics to report to local stakeholders and the Advisory Board for review and aid in further
development of policy and procedure.

• Safety Rate (Percentage of clients who were not charged with a new criminal o�ense)
• Violation Rate (Percentage of clients who did not receive a violation)
• Completion Rate (Percentage of clients who remained under supervision until release date)
• Contact Standards Compliance Rate (Percentage of clients who have received the required monthly appointments, drug
screens and �elds visits required per assessed risk level measured by Case Manager)
• Drug Screen Positivity Rate (Percentage of drugs screens administered with positive results)
• Program Fee Compliance Rate (Percentage of clients who are current on user fees)
• IRAS Risk Reduction (Average reduction in the IRAS risk level reported by month)
• IRAS Reassessment Frequency Rate (Percentage of clients who are reassessed per program policy)

The agency also measures and monitors �nances to help ensure that the department remains �nancially neutral and
properly utilizes and maximizes its resources. The Director prepares monthly and annual �nancial reports that monitor
revenue and expenses and allocation of project income versus user fees. Further �nancial analysis is measured by means of
sta�ng plans, collection of project income, and component per deim cost and user fee rates.

Employee performance and pro�ciency in the eight principles of evidence-based practices is measured and regularly
evaluated. The agency holds policies on employee sta� development and performance and compliance with training hour
requirements is continually monitored. Sta� measurements consist of training, assessment intra-rater reliability, direct
observations, and yearly performance evaluations.

Log in to idocccgrants.grantplatform.com to see complete application attachments.



https://idocccgrants.grantplatform.com/entry/entrant/OpaXlLMw
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267 KiB

PDF

<strong>Uploaded Additional Grant

Application Requirements:</strong>

CPCC Advisory B…

https://idocccgrants.grantplatform.com/r/file/Uh5r5ilrzZ5gZLg7

